
          
 
Gc’s Sport Class XL for the Adventurous Spirit  
 
The new Sport Class XL from Gc Watches is a powerful timepiece  

 Sport Class XL
(Style No. I53001G1)
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for those with an adventurous lifestyle. Easily the most athletic  
Gc watch to date, the massive 46mm polished steel magnum  
masterpiece combines with rose gold color to offer balance that  
exemplifies sporty chic. The Sport Class XL is dynamic down  
to every detail with an expressive, virile silhouette, including  
chiseled triangular markers, a powerful unidirectional rotating  
bezel, clous de Paris bracelet middle links, and a mix of matte  
rose gold PVD and polished steel for depth and dimension.  
 
This superior Swiss made watch is crafted of premium materials  
and houses a high-precision Swiss movement. It offers standard  
time displayed by rose gold hands, and is a two-counter  
chronograph with small-seconds counter at 3 o’clock, and minute  
and hour counter at 9 o’clock. There is also a date aperture at 6  
o’clock. As with all prestigious Gc Watches, the crown is screw-down and engraved with the G logo. The 
watch is water resistant to 100 meters. The timepiece is equipped with an inside tachymeter ring for 
ultimate function with a multi-layered silver dial in a textured ribbed pattern with stylized Arabic numerals 
and indices in applied rose gold with Super Luminova coating. It is further equipped with a polished steel 
and brushed rose gold plated bracelet. Other styles within the Sport Class XL series include stainless 
steel case versions that are equipped with a steel and titanium bracelet for a lighter sensation. The Gc 
Sport Class XL is built by Gc Watches’ modern watchmakers for today’s sophisticated adventurer.  
 
The Gc Sport Class XL retails at S$928.00 and is available now in stores at all GUESS Boutiques, 
GUESS Accessory Stores, Takashimaya, TANGS Orchard & Vivocity, OG Orchard Point and authorised 
watch retailers. 
 
Sequel AG  
Founded in 2007, Sequel AG is a Swiss company headquartered in Zug, Switzerland with satellite offices 
in London, Paris, Hong Kong and Norwalk, Connecticut. Sequel AG is a member of the Federation of the 
Swiss Watch Industry FH. The new 15-year licensing agreement gives Sequel AG the exclusive 
distribution rights for Gc watches worldwide, and includes an international license for jewellery. Sequel 
AG distributes Gc Watches and Jewellery in over 70 countries worldwide through a network of 60 
distributors and 5,000 retail outlets.  
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